In Sync Ice Breaker

In this game, participants compete individually to collect the highest number of points. They win points by being the first two people in the chat box to answer the question the same (therefore In Sync). There are no wrong or right answers, the goal is to match. The person(s) with the highest number of points after 6-8 questions win a prize*.

- Come up with your list of questions. They should be simple and without too many possible answers to increase the odds of participants matching. (See example questions below.)

- Choose a Host who will explain the game and read the questions

- Choose a Co-Host who will monitor the chat and keep track of winners and points

- Each participant answers using the chat feature

- However, they should NOT HIT SEND until host counts down from three and says now – Three, Two, One, Now

- The first two players with matching answers in the chat each get a point for that question

- Co-Host keeps track of points and announces the winners.

*You can choose how many prizes you want to award. Make sure you have a plan for how to get the prizes to the winners. Prizes could range from a Live United t-shirt, to a Starbucks gift card, to paid time off.
In Sync Ice Breaker Sample Questions

- Name a sport where a ball is hit over the net
- Name a kind of road sign
- Name an animal that lives in trees
- Name something you find in the kitchen
- Name a sport where the ball goes high in the air
- Name a type of tree
- Name a horse that has won the Kentucky Derby
- Name a College Football Bowl Game
- Name something you would find in the bathroom
- Name an ice cream flavor
- Name an NBA team
- Name a type of flower
- Name a state capital
- Name something that swims in the ocean
- Name an animal that runs very fast
- Name a brand of soda/soft drink
- Name a pizza topping
- Name a type of flower
- Name a brand of car
- Name a color